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1 Introduction

Grand unification [1] is considered to be one of the most promising frameworks for physics

beyond the Standard Model (SM). SO(10) Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) [2–7] have

many especially attractive features. First, the full set of SM fermions of each generation

together with a right-handed neutrino is embedded into a single 16 chiral representation of

SO(10). Second, anomaly cancellation in the SM can be understood naturally since SO(10)

is free from anomalies. Third, gauge coupling unification can be realized without relying on

supersymmetry, if there are intermediate-scale gauge symmetries [8–14]. Majorana mass

terms of right-handed neutrinos can be generated at an intermediate scale, which may

explain the smallness of neutrino masses. These interesting aspects have stimulated many

extensive studies of SO(10) GUTs [15–22].

In addition, SO(10) GUTs with intermediate gauge symmetries predict new gauge

bosons whose masses are of the order of the breaking scales of the corresponding gauge

symmetries. The breaking scale of these intermediate gauge symmetries affects the run-

ning of the gauge couplings. These scales can be determined by requiring gauge coupling

unification, which is highly dependent on the symmetry-breaking pattern and matter con-

tent of the model. However, we will show that it is possible to obtain a model containing

TeV-scale gauge bosons accessible at the LHC, for a particular choice of the intermediate

gauge symmetries and particle content.

In this paper, we consider non-supersymmetric SO(10) GUT models with an inter-

mediate gauge symmetry showing up around the TeV scale, and discuss the possibility

that a new gauge boson associated with the intermediate gauge symmetry can explain the

anomalous diboson events recently reported by the ATLAS collaboration [23]. We will dis-

cuss a model with two intermediate symmetries, SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L⊗ SU(2)R which is then

broken to SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗U(1)B−L. The unified and intermediate scales are

determined by the renormalization group (RG) running of the gauge couplings and depend

on the matter content of the theory. In the model discussed, the GUT scale is of order

1017 GeV and is high enough so that the proton decay bounds can be evaded. The first

intermediate scale is of order 109 GeV and is high enough that constraints from leptoquarks
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are satisfied. The second intermediate scale lies around a few TeV and the charged gauge

bosons of SU(2)R, W±R , can have a mass ∼ 2 TeV and may explain the excess observed in

the ATLAS diboson resonance search [23]. The possibility of this new charged gauge boson

explaining the diboson anomaly is discussed in refs. [24–45]. We will see that W±R in this

model can also reproduce the diboson excess. Furthermore, this W±R may explain another

anomaly observed by the CMS collaboration in the right-handed neutrino searches with

a dijet and a dilepton final state [46], as we will discuss below. Our model also predicts

an additional massive boson: a neutral gauge boson ZR. Detection of this ZR would be a

smoking-gun signature of our model. The masses of the ZR can be heavier than the W±R
mass, and thus evades the current LHC bound. However, it may be in reach of Run-II of

the LHC, as we will discuss.

Our model also contains a promising dark matter candidate. The dark matter candi-

date is stabilized by a residual Z2 symmetry arising after the SO(10) symmetry has been

completely broken to the SM gauge symmetries [47–59]. This residual Z2, as it turns out, is

equivalent to matter parity [60–64]. It is tantalizing that the presence of this dark matter

candidate is essential for the model to achieve gauge coupling unification. An integral part

of obtaining gauge coupling unification in this set up is an intermediate scale of order a

TeV, a second intermediate scale large enough to suppress the effects of leptoquarks, and

a GUT scale which is large enough to avoid proton decay.1 Given these conditions, the re-

quired matter content at low energies is severely restricted, and thus it is highly non-trivial

that our model contains a good dark matter candidate. The presence of dark matter gives

us another opportunity to test this model; we can probe the dark matter candidate pre-

dicted in this model in dark matter detection experiments. We also discuss this prospect

in what follows. Combining dark matter search results with those obtained at the LHC

experiments, we may be able to test our model in near future.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe our model in the next section.

Then, in section 3, we briefly review the ATLAS diboson anomaly, and show that the W±R
in our model can explain the diboson anomaly. We also discuss the present constraints on

our models from various experiments and consider the testability of this model in future

LHC experiments and dark matter searches. Finally, we conclude in section 4.

2 The model

In this section, we describe the specific SO(10) model used in this analysis. This model is

obtained in a similar manner to that discussed in ref. [57], except now we allow for two

intermediate scales. To obtain these intermediate scales, we need to arrange some Higgs

fields to acquire vacuum expectation values (VEVs) in specific directions at particular

scales. Throughout this work, we make an assumption on the Higgs field content. We

assume that at each intermediate scale the Higgs fields present are components of the

SO(10) multiplets that have VEVs equal to or less then the corresponding intermediate

scale. The other components have masses of order of the previous symmetry-breaking scale.

We also allow for a light SO(10) component which could be dark matter.

1Realization of a few TeV intermediate scale within the framework of grand unification is also discussed

in refs. [65–67].
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Before we get into the details of our model, we first discuss the necessity for two in-

termediate scales. If there were only one intermediate scale and we wished to explain the

ATLAS diboson excess, we would have to choose the TeV scale. For intermediate gauge

symmetries which include the SU(4)C subgroup, this choice turns out to be problematic

since the breaking of the SU(4)C subgroup generates a vector leptoquark at that inter-

mediate scale. Since this leptoquark interacts with both left- and right-handed fermions,

it will generate excessively large contributions to the meson decays (see, e.g., ref. [68]).

In fact, one can show that no tuning can simultaneously tune away the contribution of a

vector leptoquark to the Kaon decays K+ → π+ēµ and KL → ēµ by exploiting the con-

tributions of the scalar leptoquarks contained inside the Higgs fields.2 If the intermediate

gauge symmetries do not contain the SU(4)C subgroup, on the other hand, we find that we

cannot obtain gauge coupling unification with a sufficiently high GUT scale since there are

no new contributions to the running of the SU(3)C gauge coupling constant. This makes

it impossible to get the intermediate scale to be around the TeV scale while maintaining

gauge coupling unification with a sufficiently high GUT scale. These problems, however,

can be evaded if a two step breaking pattern is considered. The vector leptoquark then has

a mass of order of the larger intermediate scale. This larger intermediate scale generates

a mass for the vector leptoquarks which is high enough to avoid constraints coming from

meson decays but low enough that the vector leptoquarks still contribute significantly to

the running of the SU(3)C gauge coupling.

The breaking pattern of our model, with two intermediate gauge symmetries, is from

SO(10) to SU(4)C⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R which is then broken to SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗
U(1)B−L. For the breaking pattern we consider, SO(10) is broken by the VEV of the

(1,1,1) component of a 210 into SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R. This symmetry is then

subsequently broken by a VEV of the (15,1,1) component of the same 210 to SU(3)C ⊗
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L. Importantly, the (1,1,1) component of the 210 breaks

D-parity [69–73] at the GUT scale, and thus the low-energy effective theory does not

exhibit a left-right symmetry [74–77]. Finally, this gauge group is broken to the SM gauge

symmetries at the TeV scale by the (1,1,3,+2) component of a 126. However, there

remains a Z2 symmetry coming from U(1)B−L since the B−L charge of this component of

the 126 is 2 [47–51]. The (1,1,3, 0) component of the 210 also breaks SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗
SU(2)R⊗U(1)B−L, but does not break the Z2 symmetry since its B−L charge is zero. In

summary, we consider the following symmetry-breaking chain:

SO(10)
〈210〉−→ SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R

〈210〉−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗U(1)B−L

〈126〉 〈210〉−−−−−−−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y ⊗ Z2 . (2.1)

2This is because both of these decays arise from the same effective operator. These two decays depend

on the vector current and axial current respectively. Because the effective operators generated from scalar

leptoquarks will have different chirality for the quarks than the vector leptoquark, the contribution from

the scalar leptoquark will add to one decay and subtract from the others. Therefore, no tuning can remove

this contribution.
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Under the remnant Z2 symmetry, which is found to be equivalent to matter parity PM =

(−1)3(B−L) [60–64], the SM fermions are odd while the SM Higgs is even. Therefore, a

scalar boson (fermion) can be stable if it is odd (even) under this Z2 symmetry. If such a

particle is electrically and color neutral, it can be a good dark matter candidate [52–55].

For a detailed discussions on this class of dark matter candidates in SO(10) GUTs, see

refs. [56, 57].

The low-energy matter content of this model, beyond the SM fermions and right-

handed neutrinos (which are embedded into three 16 representations), is given in table 1.

Here, the first, second, and third columns show the SO(10), SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R,

and SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1)B−L quantum numbers of the particles, respectively,

while the fourth column represents their Z2 charges. The subscripts C and D refer to

complex and Dirac respectively. Most of the components of the 210 have GUT scale

masses and do not affect our analysis. In this model, the (15, 1, 1)C component of 210C
has a mass similar to the SU(4)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R breaking scale, as its VEV breaks the

symmetry. Similarly, the components of(15, 1, 3) ∈ 210 and (10, 1, 3) ∈ 126 charged

under color have masses of order the higher intermediate scale breaking. The components

in the third column of the table are those components which are fine-tuned to have masses

lighter than this scale. Among the light fields are the (1, 1, 3, +2)C and the (1, 1, 3, 0)C
which obtain VEVs and break the SU(3)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1)B−L symmetry to the

SM symmetries. The components of these fields which are not eaten by the gauge bosons

receive masses of order of the VEV breaking this symmetry. The rest of the Higgs fields

listed in the table are responsible for breaking the electroweak symmetry and have masses

of order the electroweak scale. Also listed in the table is an SU(2)L triplet Dirac fermion

which can be a viable dark matter candidate and could originate from a 45 of SO(10). The

remaining components of the 45 (beyond the triplet) should all have GUT scale masses. In

summary, the states in column 2 affect the running of the gauge couplings between the high

intermediate scale and the GUT scale, and those in column 3 affect the running between

the TeV scale and the high intermediate scale. The particles in the third column and green

shaded rows contribute to the running of the gauge couplings below the TeV scale. This

leads to a theory below the TeV scale with the SM fermions and four doublet Higgs bosons.3

A similar decomposition can be made for the the gauge bosons; the (6,2,2) component

of the SO(10) gauge boson, 45, is around the GUT scale, while the other components,

the SU(4)C , SU(2)L, and SU(2)R gauge bosons, are massless at this stage of the GUT

symmetry breaking. A part of the SU(4)C gauge bosons, the vector leptoquark, obtains a

mass of the order of the higher intermediate scale, as we will see below.

The mass of the dark matter candidate is fixed by requiring that its thermal relic

abundance agree with the observed dark matter density ΩDMh
2 ' 0.12 [78]. The thermal

relic abundance of any DM candidate is determined by its thermally averaged annihilation

cross section σann times the relative velocity between the initial particles, vrel, via the

following relation:

ΩDMh
2 ' 3× 10−27 cm3 s−1

〈σannvrel〉
. (2.2)

3As we will see below, the dark matter candidate will need to be of order the TeV scale.
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SO(10) SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗U(1)B−L Z2

210C (15, 1, 1)C – +

126C (10, 1, 3)C (1, 1, 3, +2)C +

210C (15, 1, 3)C (1, 1, 3, 0)C +

10C (1, 2, 2)C (1, 2, 2, 0)C +

126C (15, 2, 2)C (1, 2, 2, 0)C +

45D (1, 3, 1)D (1, 3, 1, 0)D +

Table 1. Particle content of our model. The first, second, and third columns show the SO(10),

SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R, and SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L quantum numbers of

the particles, respectively, while the forth column represents their Z2 charges. The orange (green)

shaded fields acquire VEVs of about a few TeV (the electroweak scale), and the blue shaded particle

contains a dark matter candidate. The (15,1,1)C of the 210C lies around the SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L⊗
SU(2)R breaking scale, and none of its components appears below this scale.

Here, the brackets signify a thermal average. In the case of an SU(2)L triplet Dirac fermion

dark matter candidate with zero hypercharge, the s-wave annihilation cross section is given

by [79–81]

〈σannvrel〉 '
37g4

2

192πm2
DM

, (2.3)

where g2 denotes the SU(2)L gauge coupling constant and mDM is the dark matter mass.

From eqs. (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain mDM ' 2 TeV. However, it is known that the non-

perturbative Sommerfeld effect significantly enhances the annihilation cross section [82, 83],

which results in a smaller cross section, and thus larger dark matter mass, needed to

reproduce the correct dark matter density. As far as we know, the thermal relic abundance

of a triplet Dirac fermion has not been computed yet with the Sommerfeld enhancement

effect included. However, we expect that the favored mass for a Dirac triplet is smaller than

that for a Majorana triplet (which was found to be ∼ 2.7 TeV [84]), since the thermally-

averaged annihilation cross section of Dirac dark matter is a factor of two smaller than

that of Majorana dark matter.

In figure 1, we show a plot of the running of the gauge coupling constants in this

model. Here, we set the masses of the fields in the third column in table 1 to be 1.9 TeV.

In this figure, we show the running of the inverse of αa ≡ g2
a/(4π) (a = 1, 2, 3) with g1,

g2, and g3 corresponding to the U(1)Y , SU(2)L, and SU(3)C gauge coupling constants,

respectively. The definitions of these gauge couplings in the SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R
theory are given by

1

α1
≡ 3

5

1

α2R
+

2

5

1

α4
, α2 ≡ α2L, α3 ≡ α4 , (2.4)

where α4, α2L, and α2R represent the SU(4)C , SU(2)L, and SU(2)R gauge couplings, re-

spectively, while those in the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗U(1)B−L theory are

1

α1
≡ 3

5

1

α2R
+

2

5

1

αB−L
, α2 ≡ α2L, (2.5)
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Figure 1. Running of gauge couplings in our model. Here, we set the masses of the fields in the

third column in table 1 to be 1.9 TeV.

where αB−L is the U(1)B−L gauge coupling. Using the weak scale values of the gauge

couplings as inputs and insisting on unification of the coupling constants at some high

energy scale, allows us to use the three RGEs to solve for the higher intermediate scale,

the GUT scale, and the value of the the unified gauge coupling at the GUT scale (recall

that we have fixed the value of the lower intermediate scale). From this figure, we find

that the GUT scale in this model is 9.8× 1016 GeV, which is high enough to avoid proton

decay constraints. The SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R breaking scale is determined to be

' 7.2× 108 GeV. The SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗U(1)B−L gauge coupling constants at

1.9 TeV are found to be

gB−L ' 0.58 , g2L ' 0.64 , g2R ' 0.42 , g3 ' 1.03 . (2.6)

The value of g2R above will be important when we discuss the diboson anomaly.

In this model, only W±R and ZR lie around the TeV scale, while the vector leptoquarks

have masses of O(108–9) GeV. The scalar leptoquarks arising from the (15,1,1)C and

(15,1,3)C of the 210C and (10,1,3)C and (15,2,2)C of the 126C also have a mass of

order this scale. The masses of W±R and ZR are computed to be

m2
WR
' g2

2R

[
(v10R )2 + (v15R )2

]
,

m2
ZR
' 2

(
g2

2R +
3

2
g2
B−L

)
(v10R )2 , (2.7)

where

〈(1,1,3,+2)C〉 = T−v
10
R , 〈(1,1,3, 0)C〉 = T3v

15
R . (2.8)

Here, Ta = τa/2 (a = 1, 2, 3) with τa the Pauli matrices and T− ≡ T1 − iT2, and we

have neglected the contribution of the electroweak-scale VEVs for simplicity. On the other
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hand, the vector leptoquarks, whose quantum numbers under the SU(3)C⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y
symmetry are (3,1,+2/3)⊕ (3,1,−2/3), acquire a mass of

m2
VLQ
' 2

3
g2

4

(
v15422

)2
, (2.9)

with

〈(15,1,1)C〉 = XB−Lv
15
422 , (2.10)

where XB−L is the SU(4)C generator corresponding to the B−L charge, i.e.
√

3
8(B−L).4

As the (15,1,1)C VEV v15422 sets the SU(4)C ⊗SU(2)L⊗SU(2)L breaking scale, mVLQ
is as

high as ∼ 109 GeV. The masses of the scalar leptoquarks are dependent on the couplings

in the scalar potential; generically, they are also O(v15422).

Since the gauge couplings gB−L and g2R are determined, and given in eq. (2.6), if we fix

the W±R mass, then we obtain the ZR mass as a function of v15R . We show this in figure 2

setting mWR
= 1.9 TeV. It is found that the ZR mass is relatively small; in particular,

mZR
can be much smaller than that predicted in the minimal left-right symmetric model

with a single SU(2)R triplet Higgs field [74–77], which is reproduced if one takes v15R = 0.

This distinguishing feature can be tested at the LHC. Currently, the most stringent bound

on mZR
is given by the resonance searches in Drell-Yan processes [85, 86]. The CMS

collaboration gives the most severe limits on this process [86]. Using this analysis,5 it is

found that the present lower bound on the ZR mass in our model is mZR
& 3.05 TeV.6

We show this limit by the blue shaded area in figure 2. We find that mZR
in our model

can satisfy this constraint over a wide range of v15R . The rest of allowed mass range,

3.05 TeV . mZR
. 5.2 TeV, can be reached at Run-II of the LHC. For example, the

14 TeV LHC run with an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 can probe the entire parameter

4As a simple cross check, we here note that for a generic gauge theory which is spontaneously broken

by a VEV of a Higgs field 〈ϕ〉, the trace of the mass matrix M2
AB of the gauge bosons is given by∑

A

M2
AA = 2g2G〈ϕ〉∗TATA〈ϕ〉 = 2g2GCG(R)|〈ϕ〉|2 , (2.11)

where CG(R) denotes the quadratic Casimir invariant for a representation R of a gauge group G. For

example, the vector leptoquark mass m2
VLQ

is derived from the relation as

6m2
VLQ

= 2g24CSU(4)(15) · |〈(15,1,1)C〉|2 . (2.12)

For the TeV-scale gauge bosons, on the other hand, we have

2m2
WR

+m2
ZR

= 2g22RCSU(2)(3) ·
[
|〈(1,1,3,+2)C〉|2 + |〈(1,1,3, 0)C〉|2

]
+ 2g2B−L

(
2

√
3

8

)2

· |〈(1,1,3,+2)C〉|2 . (2.13)

These two relations are consistent with eqs. (2.7) and (2.9).
5The CMS limits are given in terms of the two parameters cu and cd, which are defined in [87], as

cu,d = (g′2/2)(gu,dV

2
+ gu,dA

2
)Br(``), where Br(``) is the branching fraction into lepton pairs, and g′g

u(d)
V

and g′g
u(d)
A are the vector and axial-vector couplings of ZR with up-type (down-type) quarks, respectively.

Using these expressions we find that our model gives cu ' 2× 10−3 and cd ' 1× 10−2, which leads to our

stated mass bound on ZR.
6This limit is relaxed slightly if one allows ZR to decay into right-handed neutrinos.
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Figure 2. mZR
as a function of v15R . Here, we set mWR

= 1.9 TeV. The gray shaded region predicts

right-handed neutrino masses to be lighter than the W±R mass when y∆ < 1, while the blue shaded

area is excluded by the CMS dilepton searches [86].

space in figure 2 [88]. Finally, we note in passing that the ZR in our model may explain the

dielectron event at 2.9 TeV recently announced by the CMS collaboration [89], although

there are inconsistencies with the CMS dilepton bound. These ZR signatures can possibly

be tested in the near future.

The VEVs of the bi-doublet Higgs fields Φ1 and Φ15 originally coming from (1,2,2)C
and (15,2,2)C of the 10C and 126C , respectively, induce mixing between the SU(2)L and

SU(2)R gauge bosons. Through this mixing, W±R can decay into a W and Z. Therefore,

by appropriately choosing the mixing angle, we may explain the diboson excess observed

in the ATLAS experiment [23], as we discuss in the next section.

In addition, the VEVs of Φ1, Φ15, and ∆ = (1,1,3,+2)C from the 126C generate the

fermion mass terms via Yukawa interactions. At the TeV scale, the relevant Yukawa terms

are given by

LYukawa = −QL
(
yQ1 Φ1 + ỹQ1 Φ̃1

)
QR −

1√
24

QL

(
yQ15Φ15 + ỹQ15Φ̃15

)
QR

− LL
(
yL1 Φ1 + ỹL1 Φ̃1

)
LR +

√
3

8
LL

(
yL15Φ15 + ỹL15Φ̃15

)
LR

− y∆LcR∆LR + h.c. , (2.14)

where c denotes the charge conjugation and Φ̃1,15 ≡ τ2Φ∗1,15τ2. Here, we note that

yQ1,15 = yL1,15 and ỹQ1,15 = ỹL1,15 hold at the first intermediate scale because of the SU(4)C

symmetry. After the bi-doublet fields acquire VEVs, 〈Φ1,15〉 = diag(v1,15u , v1,15d ), the oper-

ators including these VEVs generate a Dirac mass term for the charged SM fields, while the

– 8 –
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VEV of ∆ gives rise to a Majorana mass terms for the right-handed neutrinos. Since both

the Φ1,15 and Φ∗1,15 can couple to the SM fermions, with different Yukawa couplings, the

form of the Yukawa couplings is similar to that of a generic two-Higgs doublet model.7 This

Yukawa structure in general suffers from large flavor-changing neutral currents [90–92].8

In this work, we just assume that the Yukawa couplings are appropriately aligned so that

the flavor-changing processes induced by the exchange of the Higgs fields are sufficiently

suppressed.

As mentioned above, the lepton Yukawa couplings are equal to the quark Yukawa

couplings at the first intermediate scale. As a result, the Dirac Yukawa couplings for

neutrinos are sizable. This is potentially problematic since the Majorana masses for right-

handed neutrinos in our model are at the TeV scale. To discuss this point, let us investigate

the neutrino mass terms. The masses of light neutrinos in our model are given by the

ordinary seesaw relation [107–112],

mν ' −mDm
−1
νR
mT
D , (2.15)

with

mνR = y∆v
10
R , mD = (yL1 v

1
u + ỹL1 v

1
d )−

√
3

8
(yL15v

15
u + ỹL15v

15
d ) . (2.16)

The first expression in eq. (2.16) induces Majorana masses of O(v10R ). Then, if the lepton

Yukawa couplings are as large as the quark Yukawa couplings, mD becomes as large as

quark masses and thus light neutrino masses generically become much larger than O(1) eV.

To get small neutrino masses, in this paper, we suppress mD by fine-tuning the lepton

Yukawa couplings. Notice that this fine-tuning is possible because the VEV of the (15,2,2)

component breaks both the SU(4)C and SU(2)R relations [113–116]. The breaking of the

SU(4)C relation can be seen in the different factors in front of yQ15 and yL15, while the

breaking of the SU(2)R relation is realized when v15u 6= v15d . This allows us to choose

the neutrino Dirac Yukawa couplings freely. In this sense, the (15,2,2) component is a

necessary ingredient to make this model viable.9

As we discuss below, we take right-handed neutrino masses to be larger than mWR
to

forbid the leptonic decay channels of W±R . On the other hand, the right-handed neutrino

masses are induced by the Yukawa coupling y∆. To satisfy this condition with a pertur-

bative y∆, we have a lower bound on v10R , which then implies a lower bound on the ZR
mass, as can be seen from eq. (2.7). For instance, for mWR

= 1.9 TeV and y∆ < 1, we have

mZR
> 2.2 TeV. The gray shaded region in figure 2 shows the area that results in small

right-handed neutrino masses. As can be seen from this figure, the LHC constraints on

MZR
are more severe.

Before concluding this section, we briefly discuss constraints on WR from flavor ob-

servables. The presence of WR in general induces additional flavor violation. Currently,

7Although there are 4 Higgs doublets below the TeV scale contributing to electroweak symmetry break-

ing, the SU(2)R symmetry reduces the number of Yukawa couplings.
8However, such a generic flavor structure may explain a 2.4σ excess in the h→ µτ decay process recently

reported by the CMS collaboration [93]. For interpretations of this excess based on the generic two-Higgs

doublet model, see refs. [94–106].
9The same trick can be used to resolve discrepancies among the charged lepton and quark mass relations.
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the KL–KS mass difference gives the most severe constraint on the mass of WR, which is

roughly given by [117–119]

mWR
&

(
g2R

g2L

)
× 2.5 TeV ' 1.7 TeV , (2.17)

where we have set g2R/g2L ' 0.67, which is predicted in our model (see eq. (2.6)). Hence,

a ∼ 2 TeV WR is still allowed by flavor bounds.

3 Diboson signal

The ATLAS collaboration has reported an anomalous excess of events in the search for res-

onances decaying into a pair of gauge bosons, focussing on the hadronically decaying gauge

bosons [23]. These gauge bosons are detected as a fat jet since they come from a heavy res-

onance and are highly boosted and thus quarks from the gauge boson are reconstructed as a

single jet with a large jet radius. By investigating invariant mass distributions constructed

from two fat jets, the ATLAS collaboration has observed a narrow resonance around 2 TeV

with WZ, WW , and ZZ final states having a local significance of 3.4, 2.6, and 2.9σ, re-

spectively.10 The tagging selections for each channel are inexact so that sizable events are

expected to contaminate other channels. The CMS collaboration also performed a similar

search with no discrimination between W and Z bosons, and found a small excess around

1.9 TeV [122]. Recently, the ATLAS collaboration provided an analysis [123] that combines

searches for diboson resonances decaying into fully leptonic [124], semi-leptonic [125, 126],

and hadronic final states [23]. This still exhibits a 2.5σ deviation around 2 TeV in the WZ

channel. The CMS experiment has also presented their semi-leptonic search result and

found a slight excess around 1.8 TeV [127], although the collaboration found no deviation

for the leptonic decay channel [128]. In light of these results, we here discuss the possibility

that W±R in our model accounts for the excesses observed in the above searches.

The W±R can decay into W± and Z through mixing with W±, and thus can yield

diboson signals [24–45]. In addition, it can decay into a pair of quarks as well as W±h.

If right-handed neutrinos are lighter than the W±R mass, the `±RνR channels are also open,

otherwise the W±R does not have leptonic decay channels. The dijet, third-generation-

quark, and W±h resonance searches are also important for determining if W±R can explain

the diboson anomaly. As for the dijet resonance searches, the CMS experiment [129]

observed a ∼ 2σ excess around 1.8 TeV, while the ATLAS collaboration found no significant

excess around this region [130]. The CMS collaboration also reported a 2.2σ excess around

1.8 TeV in the W±h channel, where the W± decays leptonically and the Higgs boson h

decays to bb [131]. However, the ATLAS collaboration did not observe any deviation from

the background [132]. The CMS experiment also analyzed the W±h final states in the fully

hadronic channel [133] and found no significant excess. Finally, the searches in the top and

bottom quark final states exhibit no excess around ∼ 2 TeV [134–137].

10We note that possible subtleties in this ATLAS analysis have been pointed out in ref. [120]. For a

subsequent study on this fat-jet analysis performed by the ATLAS collaboration, see ref. [121].
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Considering these results, the authors in ref. [43] carried out a cross-section fit to

the data for a resonance in the vicinity of 1.8–1.9 TeV; the resultant cross sections they

obtained are11

σ(pp→WR →WZ) = 5.7+3.6
−3.3 fb , (3.1)

σ(pp→WR →Wh) = 4.5+5.2
−4.0 fb , (3.2)

σ(pp→WR → jj) = 91+53
−45 fb , (3.3)

σ(pp→WR → tb) = 0+39
−0 fb . (3.4)

In our model, the production cross section of W±R is given as a function of the W±R mass,

mWR
, and the SU(2)R gauge coupling, g2R. The former is determined by the position of

the resonance, while the latter is determined by enforcing gauge coupling unification and is

given in eqs. (2.6). The partial decay widths of the dijet and tb channels are also determined

by these two quantities. On the other hand, the partial decay widths of the WZ and Wh

channels depend on the W–WR mixing angle φWLR defined by,(
WL

WR

)
=

(
cosφWLR − sinφWLR
sinφWLR cosφWLR

)(
W

W ′

)
. (3.5)

The size of the mixing angle is expected to be φWLR = O(m2
W /m

2
WR

) ∼ 10−3, though it is

highly dependent on the Higgs sector of the model. In the minimal left-right symmetric

model [74–77], which is the same as v15R = 0 in our model, the mixing angle is given by

φWLR ' sin 2β

(
g2R

g2L

)
m2
W

m2
WR

, (3.6)

where tan β is the ratio of the VEVs of the bi-doublet Higgs field (1,2,2)C . To explain the

observed top and bottom quark mass ratio, tan β ' mt/mb is usually favored in this model.

In our model, on the other hand, both Φ1 and Φ15 contribute to the mixing angle with a

similar form to the above expression. Contrary to the minimal left-right symmetric case,

the VEVs of these fields can be chosen almost arbitrary thanks to the generic structure of

the Yukawa sector; we can always reproduce the quark and lepton masses by appropriately

choosing these VEVs and Yukawa couplings. Because of this added freedom in our model,

we do not specify the Higgs and Yukawa sectors of our models and regard the mixing angle

as just a free parameter of order 10−3. To simplify our discussion, we also assume the right-

handed neutrino masses are larger than the WR mass in order to forbid the `±RνR decay

channels. At the end of this section, we briefly discuss the case in which a right-handed

neutrino has a mass lighter than mWR
.

11Here, we show the result for σ(pp→WR → tb) without using the ATLAS `νbb result [135]. As discussed

in ref. [43], this ATLAS search systematically gives limits on the WR cross sections which are about 2σ

smaller than the expected limit for the entire mass range consider. This leads to a strong upper limit on

σ(pp → WR → tb) after the fit of 38 fb which is due to the fitting method used in that work. Considering

the possibility of a systematic error in the ATLAS `νbb search with its large effect on the cross section fit

shown in ref. [43], we use the cross sections found when the ATLAS `νbb search is ignored.
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sinφWLR Γtot [GeV] BR(jj) BR(tb) BR(WZ) BR(Wh)

0.0016 22.3 0.61 0.30 0.047 0.046

0.0012 21.4 0.63 0.31 0.027 0.027

Table 2. Total decay width Γtot and the branching ratios of W±R for our model. Here, we set

mWR
= 1.9 TeV and use the gauge couplings given in eq. (2.6).

The authors in ref. [43] performed a parameter fitting in an SU(2)L⊗SU(2)R⊗U(1)B−L
model to determine the model parameters, g2R/g2L and φWLR, for which the required cross

sections given above are satisfied. Since the WR sector in our model is the same as that in

ref. [43], we can directly apply their result to our case. According to their 68% CL result,

0.5 . g2R/g2L . 0.65 , 0.0012 . sinφWLR . 0.0016 , (3.7)

where they took mWR
= 1.9 TeV, the value preferred by the current experimental data.

Notice that our model predicts g2R/g2L ' 0.67 as can be seen in eqs. (2.6), and is very close

to the preferred region. Therefore, by choosing the mixing angle in the range presented

in eq. (3.7), our model can explain the ATLAS diboson anomaly without conflicting with

other collider bounds.

Using the gauge couplings given in eq. (2.6), and a mixing angle in the range found

in eq. (3.7), we evaluate the production cross section σ(pp → W±R ), total decay width

Γtot, and the branching ratios of W±R which are given in the appendix. The total decay

width and branching fractions for our model are summarized in table 2. Here, we set

mWR
= 1.9 TeV. Notice that BR(WZ) is sizable even though the mixing angle sin φWLR

is very small. This is because the W±R → W±Z decay process is enhanced by a factor

of (mWR
/mW )4 due to the high-energy behavior of the longitudinal mode of W±R . This

enhancement compensates for the suppression coming from the mixing angle. In addition,

we have BR(WZ) ' BR(Wh), as a consequence of the equivalence theorem. As for the

production cross section, we compute it using MadGraph5 [138] at the leading order,

and re-scale by the so-called k factor which corresponds to the effects of the higher-order

corrections; this value is found to be k ' 1.3 [139, 140]. The resultant cross section is

σ(pp→W±R ) ' 143×
( g2R

0.42

)2
fb , (3.8)

again for mWR
= 1.9 TeV. Considering the fact that about a half of WZ events decay

hadronically, and using the acceptance ∼ 0.14 [23], we estimate that there are about 9 (5)

additional events in total in the presence of W±R if sinφWLR = 0.0016 (0.0012). This can

explain the diboson excess observed in ref. [23].

As we have seen above, to explain the diboson anomaly, the mixing angle φWLR should be

O(10−3). This size of the W–WR mixing could be constrained by the electroweak precision

measurements [24, 42]. Indeed, the authors in ref. [141] derived an upper limit on the

mixing angle from the bound on the T -parameter of |φWLR| . 5 × 10−4 for mWR
= 2 TeV,

which is smaller than the values in eq. (3.7). However, our model also contains ZR, which

affects the electroweak observables as well. Moreover, since its contribution modifies the
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Z-boson coupling to the SM fermions at tree level through the Z–ZR mixing, we cannot

use the conventional method relying on the S and T parameters [142, 143] to evaluate the

electroweak precision constraints. Instead, we need to perform a complete parameter fitting

onto the electroweak observables. This is beyond the scope of this paper. We however note

that such a parameter fitting has been carried out for the SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L
models in the literature [139, 144] and, according to the results, a 2 TeV WR with an

O(10−3) W–WR mixing can evade the electroweak precision constraint. Since the structure

of the TeV-scale gauge sector of our model is similar to those in these models, we expect

that our model can also avoid this constraint.

Next, we consider the case where a right-handed neutrino has a mass lighter than

the WR mass. This case is potentially interesting since it may explain the 2.8σ anomaly

observed by the CMS collaboration in the right-handed neutrino searches looking for dijet

plus dilepton events [46]. Indeed, it turns out that WR with g2R/g2L ' 0.6 and mWR
∼

2 TeV may explain the excess if the WR decays into a right-handed neutrino that mainly

couples to first generation charged leptons [145–147], i.e. W±R → `±NR → `±`±jj. This

simple setup is, however, disfavored once the charge of observed electrons/positrons is

considered. The CMS collaboration observed only one same-sign electron event on top of

the 13 opposite-sign events. However, if the right-handed neutrino is a Majorana fermion,

we expect almost the same numbers of events for each case.12 In addition, such a Majorana

right-handed neutrino is severely restricted by the ATLAS search for same-sign leptons plus

dijet events [148]. To reconcile these experimental results, there are several possibilities for

extending the neutrino sector that work, such as the inverse seesaw [149, 150] or the linear

seesaw [151–153] mechanisms which were discussed in the context of the diboson anomaly

in refs. [44] and [45], respectively. In these cases, heavy neutrinos become pseudo-Dirac

fermions, which allows them to evade the bounds from the same-sign leptons plus dijet

searches [46, 148]. Although our model potentially accommodates such an extension, we

leave the investigation of this to future work.

Finally, we discuss future prospects for testing this model. The first step for verifying

our model is, of course, to confirm the presence of a ∼ 2 TeV WR at Run-II of the LHC.

The production cross section of a WR in our model at a 13 TeV center-of-mass energy is

estimated as ∼ 800 fb, where we have used the k factor of k ' 1.2 [139, 140]. Therefore, a

∼ 2 TeV WR can be tested with an integrated luminosity of ∼ 10 fb−1. As discussed above,

our model may predict a relatively light ZR, which may also be reached at the LHC. In

addition, a (fat) jet plus missing energy search can also probe this model [154], which would

constrain the decay mode WZ → νν̄jj.

The presence of an SU(2)L triplet Dirac fermion dark matter is a distinct feature

of our model, and thus dark matter searches can also play an important role in testing

this model. Since we expect its mass to be around 2 TeV, it is difficult for the LHC to

probe it directly. Instead, indirect dark matter detection experiments, such as searches for

gamma rays from the Galactic Center or dwarf spheroidal galaxies, are quite promising

12Since a Majorana fermion and its anti-particle are identical, if a Majorana fermion decays into an

electron it would also decay into a positron with the same rate.
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since this dark matter has a relatively large annihilation cross section. Most work to date

on an SU(2)L triplet fermion dark matter candidate has assumed a Majorana rather than

a Dirac particle [155–158] and there is little work on the Dirac triplet dark matter. To test

the dark matter in our model in the indirect detection experiments, it is quite important to

evaluate its annihilation cross section precisely and compare it with that of the Majorana

dark matter. The direct detection rate of the SU(2)L triplet dark matter is rather small; its

scattering cross section with a nucleon is computed as σSI ' 2×10−47 cm2 [159]. Still, it is

in principle detectable in future experiments, which gives another way to test our model.

4 Conclusion

We have considered a specific (non-supersymmetric) SO(10) model which can simultane-

ously explain the purported ATLAS diboson excess, provide a stable dark matter candidate,

and achieve gauge coupling unification with a suitably high GUT scale. In addition to the

gauge and matter sector of the theory which are standard for SO(10), the model has Higgs

fields with three different representations under the SO(10) gauge symmetry: a 210 which

is used to break SO(10), and plays an role in breaking both of the intermediate scale gauge

groups, SU(4)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R and SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1)B−L; a 126

which assist the breaking of the smaller intermediate gauge group and participates in the

breaking of the SM gauge symmetries; a 10 which is also involved in the breaking of the SM

gauge symmetries. The model also introduces a Dirac 45 which provides us with a stable

dark matter candidate in the form of a SU(2)L triplet. Having fixed the lower intermediate

scale at 1.9 TeV (to account for the diboson excess), the GUT scale of order 1017 GeV and

the high intermediate scale of order 109 GeV are determined by requiring gauge coupling

unification. In this model, both stages of intermediate symmetry breaking as well as a

TeV-scale dark matter triplet are necessary for unification of the gauge couplings.

The high GUT scale ensures proton stability. The relatively high intermediate scale

of 109 GeV, ensures that the effects induced by the presence of both vector and scalar

leptoquarks are small enough to remain compatible with experimental constraints. The

lower intermediate scale was chosen to account for the diboson excess, and predicts new

right-handed gauge bosons to appear at the TeV scale. In addition to a charged W±R pair,

the model predicts a new ZR gauge boson whose mass depends on the relative contributions

of the two Higgs VEVs participating in the breaking of the low intermediate scale. This

set of TeV scale gauge bosons should allow the model to be tested in current and future

runs at the LHC.

The contributions of two Higgs VEVs to SM breaking gives the model the flexibility

needed to adjust the SM fermion spectrum, thus avoiding some of the overly restrictive

predictions often encountered in minimal SO(10) models. This is necessary if one hopes to

derive eV scale neutrino masses from the seesaw mechanism given that the Majorana mass

for the right-handed neutrino is also at the TeV scale.

Finally, the model contains a testable dark matter candidate and the neutral member

of an electroweak triplet. Similar to the often studied supersymmetric wino, the mass

splitting is rather small (typically of order 165 MeV), and the annihilation cross section is
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rather large, requiring the mass of the triplet to be of order 2 TeV as well. Thus the dark

matter candidate in this model is testable in indirect dark matter searches as well as direct

detection experiments.

Note added. While completing this work, the CMS collaboration announced a new result

for the dijet resonance search using the 13 TeV LHC data with an integrated luminosity of

2.4 fb−1 [160]. They give an upper bound on the product of the production cross section (σ),

the branching fraction of the dijet channel (Br(jj)), and acceptance (A) of σABr(jj) .
400 fb for a resonance mass of 1.9 TeV, and thus we have σBr(jj) . 667 fb using A '
0.6 [160]. The ATLAS collaboration also reported a 13-TeV result for the same channel

based on the 3.6 fb−1 data, and gave a more severe constraint [161]: σABr(jj) . 210 fb

for a 1.9 TeV resonance. By using A ' 0.4 [161], we obtain σBr(jj) . 525 fb. On the

other hand, our model predicts σBr(jj) to be σBr(jj) = 421 (485) fb for a 1.9 TeV WR

with sinφWLR = 0.0016 (0.0012), and thus evades these limits. Since these limits are fairly

close to the model predictions, we expect that the presence of WR in our model can be

confirmed in near future.
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A Decay widths

Here, we summarize the partial decay widths of WR we use in our calculation. For the

fermionic channels, WR → ff̄ ′, we use

Γ(W+
R → ud̄) = Γ(W+

R → cs̄) =
g2

2R

16π
mWR

, (A.1)

Γ(W+
R → tb̄) =

g2
2R

16π
mWR

(
1 +

m2
t

2m2
WR

)(
1− m2

t

m2
WR

)2

. (A.2)

For the WR →WZ decay process, we have

Γ(W+
R →W+Z) =

g2
2L

192π
sin2 φWLR

m5
WR

m4
W

(
1− 2

m2
W +m2

Z

m2
WR

+
(m2

W −m2
Z)2

m4
WR

) 3
2

×

(
1 + 10

m2
W +m2

Z

m2
WR

+
m4
W + 10m2

Wm
2
Z +m4

Z

m4
WR

)
. (A.3)

Finally, the WR →Wh decay width is given by

Γ(W+
R →W+h) =

g2
2L

192π
sin2 φWLR

m5
WR

m4
W

(
1− 2

m2
W +m2

h

m2
WR

+
(m2

W −m2
h)2

m4
WR

) 1
2

×

(
1 +

10m2
W − 2m2

h

m2
WR

+
(m2

W −m2
h)2

m4
WR

)
, (A.4)

in the decoupling limit.
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